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Council OK’s ‘Student Statesman’ Confiscated
Amendment After Brief Appearance at HSC
For ASB Vote
privi-

membership

Honorary

leges may be granted to chartered

Nichols, Glenn Dreher and
The students above appear as the three to right are Floyd
Hoalton.
W
’,|
Setzuan’
in ‘‘The Good Woman of
‘s current drama production. From left

Play Draws Large Crowd;
Continues Tonight At 8:30
As

by JIM SCHRUPP
was hoped by the author,

Bertoldt Brecht, the irst pertorm-

ance ot “Lhe Good Woman of Setand
good
both
acquired
zuan’
bad comments. its style, the modern “epic’ ‘drama, was designed,
with the realization that the auu1ence would be disturbed by his
methods and some even actively
opposed.
Nevertheless, both performances
indicated the public's desire to wil-!

the
audience.
Frequently
they
would leave the scene on stage
and address the audience down-

stage.

1n

one

such

incident

the

audience was quite impressed by
the humor
displayed
by
Frank
Ross (Mr. Shu Fu).
Another

the scenery.

impressive

aspect

was

lt consisted of euca-

themselves,

spoke.

The

often

It’s a commonplace, in speaking |
of theater, to say that the excel-|
lence of a play depends on the |

coordination

and

unity

of all

its|

parts — the acting, the staging,
the technical effects, the costuming, and most of all, the play. Because of this it’s difficult, in a
Bertold
as
fine
as
production
of
Woman
Brecht’s “The Good
Sequoia
by
given
Setzuan,”
Masque last Friday and Saturday
nights, to say just what made the
It’s easy enough to
play good.
point out, for example, that the
huge, pink, grotesque and solemnly hilarious deus ex machina that
the gods used for celestial transportation was apparently lifted too
fast, so that the end of the god’s
song petered out among the raf-,
ters; and it was pretty obvious |
that a few of the minor characters
delivered their lines as if they|
were leaning into a rain barrel and |
But what
contemplating suicide.
made the play good?

“The Good Woman of Setzuan”
is a different kind of play. It’s an
epic play, and it differs from Aristotelian tragedy or dramatic thea-

ter in many ways.

In 1931 Brecht

drew up a list of these differences,
some of which are given here:
dramatic theater is active, while
epic theater is narrative; dramatic
theater

emphasizes

feeling,

where-

as epic theater emphasizes reason;
dramatic theater involves the spectator in a stage-action and consumes his capacity to act; while
epic theater makes the spectator
an observer, but awakens his capacity to act.
Dramatic theater is
suggestion; epic theater is argument.
Dramatic theater moves by
growth, epic by montage.
And
most important for this play, in
dramatic theater man is assumed
to be known and unalterable, but
in epic theater man is an object of |
investigation, alterable and altering.
Given
this
last
premise,
Wang’s address to the audience in
|
the epilogue, where he asks us to}
find an alternative choice to that
of savagry of self-sacrifice, is especially meaningful.

Because it was good. It was the|
this college has |
best production
Beginning
seen in a long time.
with the bare bones of Brecht’s
subtly beautiful and savage play,
the actors and production people
dropped a loaded question in our |
laps — How can one be both good |
and rich; how can one survive in|
particular,
people,
in
Two
a world filthy with cruelty and
startling
brought
this
play
to
to
manage
and somehow
want
heights
of
poignancy
and
power:
doesn’t
play
The
help his brother?

just

curtain

they

before

was

never

pulled.
Cast in the most prominent roles

are Pat Flanagan as Shen Te and

her cousin Shui Ta, Jim Cathey as
Yang Sun, Bob Graham as Wang
as
Lila Evans
the water-seller,
Mrs. Shin, Frank C. Ross as Mr.

Pat Flanagan, who played Shen
Te, the good woman; and Robert
Graham as Wang, the water-selMiss Flanagan’s movements
ler.
were as lithe and controlled as a
tiger’s; her voice was clear, feminine and capable of a surprising
range of emotion; and her face,
Shen Te is happy, could
when
make you fly. Robert Grahm also
gave a surprassing performance.
Such things as his strange, graceful, sideways shuffle-run when he
is trying to find accomodations for
the gods; the way he communicates Wang’s concern for and admiration of Shen Te even while he
is himself trapped in the most
dismal poverty; his grovel, broken
voice — these all contribute to the
excellence of his performance.
Jim Cathy, as the sneering, selfish Yang Sun, was ruthless and
snide, as was right, but he seemed
not to match the performance of
Flanagan and Graham.
His portrayal lacked, in some places, energy and precision, although
at
times — in The Song of Saint
Never-Never Day, particularly —
his acting was as good as any I’ve
seen.

What can be said about the other actors?
The play has a huge
cast, but these people especially
must be singled out: Frank Ross
as Shu Fu, who managed to be
both dangerously evil and _hilariously hypocritcal; Lila Evans as
(CONTINUED
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read

would
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six,

in
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Columnist Reviews Play
answer the question, because for
our time there doesn’t seem to be
any answer.
“Without trampling
down ten others you cannot help
yourself”
and yet the good
woman still wants to be good. °

body

night's

Pat Mcstudent council meeting.
Elroy submitted a petition which
would give organizations the right
to grant honorary membership to
“anyone the club sees fit,” with a

stipulation

ticeable was

GATLIN

Tuesday

at

set

will not be able to hold office
vote in the organization.

lyptus poles as a frame and burlap. Shu Fu, and Lila Cooper as Yang
This was
stationary
throughout Sun’s mother.
the play. The main constructions
The
costumes
employed
were
were a hut-like house about 10 odd in that they were a combinaness a presentation of this contro- | feet above the stage floor with a tion of both western and eastern
versial style as they drew large set of stairs leading up, the tobac- styles. The play having a definite
crowds both nights. Saturday nignt co store, and a bridge. Probably Oriental flavor was also influenced
was especially impressive with its the most amazing piece of scenery somewhat by the western world in
near-capacity audience.
\used was a cloud which was low- such characters as The Carpenter
The director, Dr. Jerry Turner, ‘ered from above in which the gods with his apron, and Mrs. Shin and
both ascended later in the play.
with
pleased
Yang Sun with their dress entirely
seemed very
nights’ performances and one pret- |
Along this line was the use of western.
ty co-ed, Peggy Hartley, said that projections on one wall of burlap
The play will be performed again
“it was very good and Pat Flana- on the left side of the stage. These
night at
and tomorrow
tonight
terwas
role)
gan (in the leading
were used to inform the audience
8:30 in Sequoia Theater. The cost
rific.”
of intermissions and also the titles is $1.00 for adults, 50 cents for
Probably the most unusual and
card holders
of songs
performed.
All
props students, and ASB
noplay
impressive aspect of the
free.
were
carried
on
by
the
actors
the actors’ talking to

By KEN

student

general

a

at

clubs

election

organizations chartered by the association, according to member-

ship rules and procedures of such

organization, except
ganization chartered

that any orby the asso-

ciation may
membership

grant such forms of
as they desire, such

as,

limited

but

not

membership,
bers

of

to,

honorary

to persons not memaccording

association

the

to the rules and procedures of the
organization, so long as these persons do not have the right to vote
in elections or hold office in the
organization.”
Originally, the
ASB constitution article and section in question
allows only members of the association to belong to chartered organizations.
McElroy proposes to
alter the section because of the

The brief appearance on campus Tuesday of a newspaper
entitled ‘‘Student Statesman’ ’ created interest, debate and
speculation out of proportion to the few hours it remained
in disribution.
The remaining copies of the paper were confiscated from
the ‘‘Lumberjack’’ stand in the Language Arts Building by
direction of Dean

of Students Don

The

ee

Dream....
At Sno Ball
“We
are blending
old
with
new,” says Bill Robinson, decoration chairman for the Sno-Ball.
The Sno-Ball to be held tomorrow night at the Eureka Inn will
depict an imaginative scene, combining an old-fashioned Christmas
with a modern one.
Dancing will start at 9 p.m. and
continue until 1 a.m. with music
by the Rythm Kings.
At intermission
Don
Daniels, master of
ceremonies, will announce the outstanding man and woman of the
year and

the senior

man

and

wom-

an of the year.
These four students will each be presented with a
$50 check, donated by Mrs. Katherine L. Corbett.
Their names
will be engraed on a plaque donumber of clubs already having nated by Mrs. Corbett in memory
alumni and
similar membership. of her husband.
President
Siemens will
crown
He cited the Lumberjack band as
Sweetheart
at
an example, pointing out that de- the Sempervirens
Candidates
for
ficiencies in sections often require intermission.
Kathy Cannon,
the organization to seek non-stu- Sweetheart are:
dent participation.
Pam Schoen- Sharon Fyfe, Paula Gordon, Lois
Nancy
Harriet Kieth,
beck, rep-at-large, cited the
in- Johnson,
Mendes,
Marcia
Redman,
Pat
y
le
validit of that examp
for that
and Patty Woodson.
particular club, since the non-stu- Whitelock,
dent musicians are “guest artists,” Selection of the Sweetheart is bebut she noted that the example ing made by a Hollywood perwas correct in context for other sonality, whose identity will be
revealed at the dance.
groups.
With
passage of the proposed |: Teday is the final. day.to obtain
Semperviamendment, clubs would be able bids in the cafeteria.
and
to retain prior honorary member- rens
Sweetheart candidates
ships,
thereby eliminating
con- Sno-Ball committee members are
fusion in their normal
business distributing them from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
and commitments.
Elections Reset
The theme for the Sno-Ball is
Next
semester's
rep-at-large “I’m dreaming of ...”’
The adelections were reset for Jan. 18 vice of the committee is that the
and will appear on the ballot with students let their imaginations run
the proposed constitution amend- wild and let the decorations depict
ment
change.
The council
ac- whatever their heart’s desire. The
cepted
the resignation of Hugh
Inn will be a Christmas scene,
Clark rep-at-large, in due of the complete with an old - fashioned
fact that the officer, because of Christmas tree.
a snowman
and
personal reasons,
dropped from wife, and old English holly.
school.
It was decided by the
Students are requested to leave
council not to hold re-elections at all decorations, as many of them
this time; a new officer would not are borrowed from stores and orhave sufficient time to familiarize ganizations,
with present work
on the new!
Dream. . .
constitution. Miss Schoenbeck will
take complete charge of work on
the paper.

Action

to

“strike”

Article

10,

section 501, of the ASB constitution was tabled
until Thursday
noon, for further legal consultation.
Technical problems cancelled hope by the body for immediately replacing the section and
giving
the executive board
the

right to effect by-laws by a simple
two-thirds

vote

of

that

body

ther than the now-standing

ra-

neces-

sary two-thirds vote of the general student body.
Bill Turner, ASB president, explained that by-law material actu(CONTINUED
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Marcia Redman
1962 Dream Girl
of Delta Sigs
Marcia Redman was crowned as
the 1962 Dream Girl in a ceremony held during the fifth annual
Delta Sigma Phi Carnation Ball.
Held
at the Baywood
Country

Club

Friday

night,

Dec.

8, Miss

Redman
was
crowned
by
Al
Snarski,
Delta
Kappa, chapter
president.
The freshman, who is also Miss
Eureka, was chosen from an original list of nine candidates. Succeeding the 1961 Dream Girl, Barbara Maffia, the speech correction

major’s

court

included

princesses

Carolyn Brown and Lois Green.
Ralph Foley received the second
award of the evening, when
he
was presented with a plaque se-

lecting him as the “Delta Sig of
the Year.” This award, which was
the first time presented, is for the
1960-61

school

year.

Normally

this award will be made at the
fraternity’s
Sailor Ball, held in
the spring semester of each school
year.
Approximately 85 people were
te watch the presentaas join in the gener-

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

Karshner as soon as their

presence was learned by his office.

Five Foreign
Students Visit
HSC Campus

Welcome to HSC!
Five
Japanese students
from
Hitotsubashi University in Tokyo,
Japan, arrived here Wednesday to
tour the HSC campus and lecture
on various aspects of Japanese culture and economics.
The
students, Tadashi
Lyuin,
Toshihiro Momotae, Naomi Tsukada, Daisaku Moimura and Keinosuke
Muraoka ,were
attending
the
university’s business
school,
left for the United States on Oct.
13.
Before coming to Humboldt
they had visited Linfield College
and the McMinnville, Ore., area.
Thusrday their schedule included a tour of local lumber mills
under the direction of the foresty
club.
Following this the group
presented a lecture on economics
and politics and its relationship to
the U.S.
They had dinner at the
Arcata Kiwanis club.
On tap for today’s activities include a campus tour given by the
Intercollegiate

Knights,

followed

by
a World University
Service
coffee hour in the campus activities center, during which they will
show slides and explain the recent
developments being made in Japan.
Since their arrival in the U.S.,
the men have given lectures and
held discussions on the political
culture and economic systems of
Japan.

publication,

editorial

consisting

comment

and

of

feature

material devoted to a line of what
may be called “extreme conservatism,” leaves many questions unanswered to readers and responsible persons on campus.
Explaining
why
the
papers
were picked up, Dean
Karshner
pointed to the fact that neither
the identity of the publisher nor
the distributor is known.
The paper appears by implication in the name, “Student Statesman” and elsewhere to be a college publication, but that is as
far as the association goes.
This
has led to speculation by some
persons that it is a “front” publication for the highly conservative
John Birch Society.
A Los Angeles address is given in the masthead of the paper
with the names of the staff members, but the publishing organization,
society, student body
or
whatever is not mentioned.

Dean Karshner clearly stated it
was not discrimination against nor
disagreement with the content of
the paper that resulted in its being
removed from the “Lumberjack”
stand, but failure of the publisher
and still unknown distributor of
the “Student Statesman” to identify themselves and clear distribution
of
the
paper
through
proper channels.
‘We
have an
obligation to know
who’s doing
what
and _ why,”
emphasized
Karshner.
The dean of students said he
will hold the confiscated copies
of the paper (approximately 100)
in his office until at least ony
mas vacation.
He explained this would be done '
to give the person who placed,
the papers on campus a chance to
come in and identify himself and |
the organization or group associ-

=

Lumberjack assistant editor Ted Thomas studies one of
the last copies of ‘‘Student Statesman’’ left on the Humboldt
State campus. The paper appeared at HSC Tuesday morning,

and by 10 a. m. most of the copies had been confiscated by
the administration.

Enterprises Directors

Give Faculty Discount

The Board of Directors of Lum- jack Enterprises allots money and
berjack Enterprises moved Tues- other services to the student body
day night to grant faculty mem- in substantial amounts.
In the decision to increase Goodbers 10 per cent discounts on certain items in the bookstore and win’s salary, the board of directo increase the salary of bookstore tors heard a report from Dean
and
graduate
manager
Howard of Students Don Karshner who
Goodwin. Both actions are subject had received reports from a number of colleges on the salaries
ated with the paper. We are here to approval by the student counpaid their managers.
cil.
to help students and the general
Since Goodwin is both bookstore
After
lengthy
discussion
the
public who have something to preand graduate manager, the aversent to the college community, ex- board decided to reverse its prior |
faculty | age salaries of both positions at
position
and
give
the
plained the administrator.
bookstore
discounts
with
the
fol-| other colleges were studied and
The dean
of students further
lowing stipulations: no discounts! the salary representing the averexplained
that
anyone
seeking
will be given on textbooks; no dis- | age of these two pay scales was
representation on the college must
counts will be given on drugs, set for Humboldt’s manager. This
go first to the Dean of Students ofother fair trade items or tobacco ‘salary range is from $556 to $676
fice, and one of several courses of
products and no discounts will be ‘per month.
action may then be taken.
It may given on any purchase less than’!
Goodwin,
however, because of
be referred to the student governhis experience and other consid$1.
ment or the administration if it
It was decided not to give dis- erations, was voted_a special saldoes not regard students; or ap- counts on textbooks because fac- ary of $644 to $782, beginning at
proval may be made directly from ulty members can get books direct- the base figure. the Dean of Students office, he ly from the publisher at greater
In other action the board of
said.
unanimously
approved
reduction than the bookstore can directors
3 decision to change the semester
give.

Reversal of the board’s previous

Control Board
Hears Petitioner
The

HSC

board of control met

Tuesday at 8 a.m. in the cafeteria
to consider action on a petition
|submitted by Larry Hines stating

|a violation taking
| HSC constitution.

place

in

the

Board members Jerry Hansen, |
Leo
Sears,
Roy
McKeag
and)
chairman John Rawlinson discus- |
sed the petition which stated that
Article I, section six of the con| stitution listed club membership

as open

only

student

body.

to members
Hines

of the

stated

that

this section was being violated by
various

which
ship.

The

organizations

provide
board

on

honorary
took

no

campus

memberaction

be-

cause the members felt that Hines
had not presented specific clubs

that were in violation. Hines withdrew his petition and stated that
he would

present it at a later date.

Winning Movie
To Be Shown

stand on discounts was partly due
to a statement by Ross Stromberg
who said, “I think the bookstore
is in a position to make substan-

tial

discounts.

I think

the

public

relations would be more beneficial
than the minor loss of income.”
Howard Goodwin told the board

that “very little money

is involved

in the discount question. We will
probably make more money with
the discount than without it.”
Although no discounts will be
given to the student body, board |
members mentioned that Lumber-|

ticket

cost

to

$235

and

change the refund policy on meals
missed by students.

Feeling students were taking advantage of the refund policy, the
board acted to make it necessary
for a student to miss seven consecutive days of meals due to ill-

ness

or emergency

a refund.
The board

to be granted

accepted

a report

by

Peter Passof, chairman of the publicity committee on a list of ways
to publicize Lumberjack
Enterprises on the campus and the outside

community.

No ‘Safe’ Place In U.S.
Says Physics Professor
“There is no ‘safe’ place in the
United States.”
So summed up the feelings of
Charles E. Parke, associate professor of physics,
following the
“Esquire”
magazine
announcement last week that Eureka is the
safest place in the United States
in case of atomic attack.
“Eureka,
Chico or any
other
place cannot say that they ale the
safest areas, because no one can
say where
the
probable
target
areas will be,” states Burke. “It
just isn’t realistic.
“Eureka would be one of the
safest areas if you make certain

“Gates of Terrace”, a prize winning 1957 film on life in the Paris
suburbs will be shown Sunday in
Sequoia Theater at 2:30 p.m.
The picture, which was directed
by Rene Claire, a well-known foreign film director, is the next to
last in Humboldt State’s series for assumptions,” he explained.
“If
this semester.
they (the enemy)
hit the major
Claire also spent some of his targets, it would be one of the saftime directing films in the Uni- est because of prevailing winds.
ted States. Among his well known But if our defense diverts an at-

films are “Ghost Goes West” and

meal

tack,

the

attack

could

very

easily

been that way.”
No mention of diverted attack
possibilities was mentioned in the
Caroline Bird article, however. At-

tention was mainly focused on the
“favorable” weather conditions in
the area, but flaws in this theory
were also heard.
In the article, it is said that
Eureka
would “generally
escape
damage in the war-game attacks
because it is west of the Sierra
and upwind from every target in
the United States.”

But a spokesman

for the Santa

Rosa Region 8 headquarters of the
Offices of Civilian and
Defense
Mobilization
said that
there is

nothing absolute about the winds,
even though he acknowledged the
fairly “favorable” conditions.
“The wind could blow in an ene
tirely different direction any day,”

“t Married a Witch”. He's been be on Eureka.
he said.
exclusively in Europe
The German play scheduled to —
According to the magazine af“Militarily, if a target is kept
World War II.
be presented last night was can- since
away from the populous areas and ticle, Eureka is also considered
celled due to production difficulClaire is considered a maoter diverted
to sparsely - populated safe because “it is on the safest
The
ties. A Christmas Assembly will director of French comedy.
| sections, it (the mission) is con- |stretch of the continent’s West
be presented Monday, at 2 p.m. in picture to be shown on Sunday | sidered a success.
It hae always
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)
combines suspense and comedy.
place of the play.

Student Council OK's Amendment
be contacting the

so, should

done

already

haven't

who

“Seniors
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placement office concerning Career jobs after graduaton,” stated
James Hoffe, placement officer.
also stated that “the
Hoffee
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introduction to various
ters of
suggesting firms and
des
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firms

lar student's type of work. Since
HSC expects a large number of
industrial recruits on campus, s¢niors should be looking into these
various industries for career placements.
“Many superintendents have al-

cox, Donna Judice, Karen
Sandham Worswick, Dale Potts,
Parmajit Dhillon.
ADVISER .....:- aeeeeeeerereeeereee

that

organizations

write ‘let-

need

a particu-

students

up

signed

ready

could

©

in-

for

the teachers’ placeThe trend this year

terviews in
ment field.

is toward early job hunting. Stuteaching
in the field of
dents
should contact the placement of-

fice for further details concerning
early interviews since there is a
large

number

of

superintendents

“My

on
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Mrs.
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indicated some definite steps have
been initiated toward creating additional parking space.
According to Turner, the Board
of Trustees is making a detailed

study of the parking problems in
all state colleges and will later
present a detailed plan to solve

the situation.

Dean Turner disclosed that the
board has already approved purchase of several lots for campus

but it is not definitely

TOYS GIFTS
DISCOUNT HOUSE PRICES

COAST OF ARCATA
G STREET

known if the area will be allotted
for parking or some other purActual purchase of the site
pose.
will take about six months, he
said.
The
one definite
development
now is construction of a 300 car
space in the Jolly Giant Gulch
near the residence halls, said TurThe administration has also had
a report that the Board of Trustees is considering establishing a
differential rental system for the
lots on campus.
Under
this system,
semester
parking
fees for individual lots
would be determined by the proximity of the sites to the center of
campus.

the

from

Eureka

Page One)

is listed

as

the

safest on earth during attack, the
article says that it, along
with
Cork, Ireland, would not be the
most
favorable
to rebuild
the
country.

It

continues

by

world leadership:
ed to the

Southern

horrible

stating

the

would be switchHemisphere.

MR CATALINA
MAN RELAXED ... the friendly comfort
of a sweater is great companionship for

your favorite pastime...or any time.
Created by our celebrated designer, John

Norman, who himself makes @ study of

the art in ‘moments of relaxation’

her son is, as she eu-

was

polished

right.
The three gods —
Nichols, Glenn Dreher and

and
Floyd
Ward

Hoalton
were disappointing;
their performances seemed flaccid
and

lacking

in

the

desperately

al optimistic wrongheadedness
Last week, I talked a little about hunting and nation
the parts called for.
ings
stand
park
nt
prese
the
that
show
to
parks. I was hoping
Brecht’s bag of theatrical
hunton hunting are not justifiable.

ing violates the national park principles is invalid if we consider all
the other violations that have occurred already — super - highways,
motor boats, fishing, fish planting,
to name only a few.
Hunting

the

parks

hunting—or,

of population

at

least,

type

some

a great

control—is

necessity in the parks at the pres-

ent time. The overabundant deer
is the management problem that
comes most readily to mind, as it
is becoming an increasingly difficult situation in Yellowstone, Lassen and several other parks.
It isn’t limited to deer, however.
Other species in need of some

type of harvest management with-

in the parks are bear, elk, pronghorn and bison. If we do accept
the idea that harvest management
is a necessity, we are one step
along the way.
Next we come to the real prob-

agement

should

of who

within the parks is brand

The notable example

is probab-

ly Yellowstone where some work
has been done by government hunters. This practice has been a start

in solving some of our harvest
problems but even this has met
with bitter opposition.
When it has been condoned it
has been so because these professional men can be selective in their
harvest techniques and, therefore,

will take only that segment of the
population and those individuals
that should be culled. This is sound
reasoning and it is heartening to

has

see that this type of program

been started. However, it cannot
be the whole answer.
Trained hunters — management

men—are few and far between
when it comes to mustering force
a harvest

as was

discus-

sed above. There are not only few
of them but their time often is—
or

should

be—tied

up

important management

with

ially for this park harvest. Therefore, when a harvest within a park
called

the

unsafe

for

public

could

the parks

make

people

of

myriad

who visit them. Third, the general
not

be

as

selective

for,

outside

help

only

can

say

that

hunting

is

no

more out of character than some
of the other uses described above.

is

the

only economical answer.
We have in the United States
a great body of sportsmen who
would be only too glad to help.
They are constantly looking for
a place to hunt—a place where
they can maybe bag a buck without getting in the hair of some
irate landowner. They ask nothing
more than public land to hunt on.
In turn, they will do the harvest-

that

tricks
was in general well-handled, although at one point Friday night I
had the impression that somebody
was playing with the lights when
he wasn’t supposed to.
The music, composed and conducted by
Dr. Leon
Wagner, and Richard

Rothrock’s

imaginatively

designed

sets
were responsible in
large
measure for making
the play a

success.

To the second retort, we have sev-

A reviewer can say many things
about a play and never say what
he really wants to say. For “The

in small areas that could be easily
zoned out of the area open to huntAlso, the harvest could be
ing.

Good Woman of Setzuan” perhaps

eral answers. First, the majority
of these visitors are congregated

done at the time of least park use.
We also point out that the national forests are subject to the
pressures and
population
same
have allowed hunting since their
establishment.
The third argument as to the
lack of selectivity is not so easy
to get around. True, trained per-

volved there are certain to be techlimit the
evolved which
niques
areas hunted, the animals killed,
and the number of hunters. Selectivity can be practiced by “the
masses” with sound organization

and planning behind the harvest.
Let's do it.

Hilltop Calendar
of Coming Events
FRI., Dec. 15—“The Good
Woman of Setzuan”, 8:14
in Sequoia Theater.
SAT., Dec. 16—“The Good
Woman of Setzuan”, 8:14
in Sequoia Theater.
Sno-Ball formal in the Eureka Inn, 9 p.m.
SUN., Dec. 17 — Foreign Film
in Sequoia Theater.
TUES., Dec. 18—Last day!
Christmas vacation begins!

other

projects.

It is too expensive for the government to hire more help espec-

is

it would

Second,

do this sonnel would be best but in light
of the economical problems in-

new. As a matter of fact, some harvest has already been done.

for such

First, the concept that

in their harvests as are the manis no more alien to agement men.
than these. Secondly,
In answer to the first retort, we

harvesting. Of course, it is incorrect to say that this idea of man-

Coast,
north of the
vulnerable
SAC targets, south of the heavy
rain fall on the shores of Oregon
and Washington.”
Following
Eureka,
the article
lists
eight other “safe”
places.
They, in order, are Cork, Ireland;
Guadalajara, Mexico; the Central
Valley of Chile, Mendoza, Argentina; Belo Horizonte, Brazil; Melbourne,
Australia;
Christchurch,
New
Zealand:
and
Tananarive,
Madagascar.
Although

1)

phemistically puts it, “a scoundrel,” but wants him to be happy
anyway; and Bill Roberts, whose
portrayal of the carpenter,
like
David Pierce’s of the simple-mind-

ed grandfather,

lem—that

No ‘Safe’ Place
(Continued

PAGE

a realistically

who knows
i

ner.

2-3873

Shin,

FROM

example of what a human being
can be;
Lila Cooper
as Mrs.
Yang, a confused old fuss-budget

“The problem is in the doldrums
right now,” said Dean Turner, but

expansion,

LUBRICATION
WHEEL BALANCING
MINOR TUNE UPS

994

of

according

eventual

problem,

Dean

the body with

ures to total amounts collected and

Humboldt Play

State is still waiting

Humboldt

RECORDS

sales, presented

Waiting on State Board

wife.”

COSMETICS

WANGLER
ROSE CAVE

HSC Parking Problem

A large manufacturer asked purchasers to fill out a card saying
what dominant thing made them
buy the product.
One man an-

swered:

NED

Member California
Newspaper Publishers
Association and California
Intercolleginte Presse
Association.

“ae

expected on campus this year for
interviews,” concluded Hoffe.

Talk was also heard on whether
the new constitution will come in
under the old rules (one-third of
students voting) or whether it
could come in under new rules
(one-fourth of students voting).
This also was discussed at the
Thursday meeting.
Sells Presents Bills
Discussion at the next meeting,
after the Christmas holiday, will
see action taken on sales and payment on the student directory business. Ron Sells, head of directory

eceeeeeeeeeeeere

BUSI
ADVERTISING MANAGER ......-++PHOTOGRAPHS ......ccccceeeesecerees

office

placement

(Centinued from Page One)
ally is made with ordinary council
action, but presently the body cannot make constitutional record of
the appointments of committees
for dances and the like, since that
type of permanent record now rewires 3 student body election.
Thursday action may place the
proposal on the above-mentioned

Arcata “Coin”
Launderetie
5c Wash — 100 Dry
OR WE'LL
DO IT!
6:30 A.M. - - - 10:30 P. M.
(Next
to Sunset Apt.)

885 18th Bt.

VA 2-2064

all anyone can say is Thank you,
Mr.
Brecht.
Trank you
Miss
Flanagan,
Mr. Graham, and the
rest of you.
Thank you for reminding us that men are brothers
and that we must find a way to
stay alive without dipping
our
hands in our brother’s blood.

Rassmussen’s
Men’s Wear
FOR THE BEST
IN CAMPUS STYLES
OPEN EVENINGS
HENDERSON

CENTER

without

work?

In answer to this questioin, we
get three retorts: first, it would be
against national park principles.

|
c a
; ‘dibelyAtro
“Charge It”
THE MODERN
WAY
Danleloon’s

spares ater
*DRCP

Dews-6 Moathe Te

TR

copy

payment.

viduals he hired, was due and pay-

ment was requested before Christmas.

Don

Daniels, ASB

vice pres-

ident, questioned the ten cents
per copy, saying that he felt it
was understood that five cents
would be paid.
Sells answered
that when failure to obtain a club
to handle selling was evidenced,
Turner gave him the go-ahead sigI

Charlie
Minnick’s
Barber
Shop

14 GLEAMING
BIAMONDS

You Do Not Have To Be 23
Account
To OpAnen

IN NORTH ARCATA
1610 G 8t.
VA 2-5063

eS

e
abl
Adults
Young
Reason
Accounts Welcome
sored

GZ

FOR THOSE WHO LIKE
DANISH PASTRY
WE

HAVE

THE BEST DANE
IN TOWN

BAKER

HUMBOLDT BAKERY
VA 2-0017

Arcata

1073 H Street

| On Comme scinn
(Author of “Barefoot Boy With Cheek” “The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis’’, etc.)

FROM

SEA TO

SHINING

SEA

America is a great country. America’s cities are full of houses.

America’s forests are full of trees. America’s rivers are full of
water. But it is not houses and trees and water that make
America great; it is curiosity—the constant quest to find
answers—the endless, restless “Why?” “Why?” “Why?”.
Therefore, when I was told that Marlboro was a top seller
at colleges from USC to Yale, I was not content merely to
accept this gratifying fact, I had to find out why.
I hied myself to campuses in every sector of this mighty land.
First, I went to the Ivy League—dressed, of course, in an
appropriate costume: a skull-and-bones in one hand, a triangle
in the other, a mask-and-wig on my head, a hasty pudding in
my chops. “Sir,” I cried, seizing an Ivy Leaguer by the lapels,
which is no mean task considering the narrowness of Ivy League
lapels, but, I, fortunately, happen to have little tiny hands; in
fact, I spent the last war working in a small arms plant where, I
am proud to say, I was awarded a Navy “E” for excellence and
won many friends—‘“Sir,” I cried, seizing an Ivy Leaguer by the
lapels, “how come Marlboro is your favorite filter cigarette?”

VARSITY
COMPLETE
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
“T’m glad you asked that question, Shorty,” he replied.

“Marlboro is my favorite filter cigarette because it is the filter
cigarette with the unfiltered taste.”

854 “G” STREET
Arcata’s Plaza
Anna
& Paul Ely

a

“Oh, thank you, sir!” I cried and ran posthaste to several

campuses in the Big Ten, wearing, of course, the appropriate
costume: a plaid Mackinaw, birling boots, a Kodiak bear and
frost-bitten ears.
Spying an apple-cheeked young coed, I tugged my forelock
and said, “Excuse me, miss, but how come Marlboro is your
favorite filter cigarette?”
“[’m glad you asked that question, Shorty,” she replied.
“Marlboro is my favorite filter cigarette because the flavor is

flavorful, the flip-top box flips and the soft-pack is soft.”

STAFFORD INN
“Finest In
Banquet Accommodations”

.” Colerful hand-painted

nal to figure a way to
ies. Dr. Nedd Girard
Sells, under those
correct in asking

While Downtown
Drop Into

ing free. In fact, they would even
pay to help. Why let this labor
force go

total bills yet to be paid or submitted. Of the 1500 copies
This
lished, 239 were sold to date.
leaves the student body with a
$250 reimbursement payment in
accordance with previously established statements.
Dissentions were voiced when
Sells informed the council that
ten cents per copy sold by indi-

PHONE PEPPERWOOD

2471

“Oh, thank you, apple-cheeked young coed,” I cried and
bobbed a curtsey and sped as fast as my little fat legs would
carry me to several campuses in the Southwest, wearing, of
course, the appropriate costume: chaps, canteen, and several oil
leases. Spying a group of undergraduates singing “Strawberry
Roan,” I removed my hat and said, “Excuse me, friends, but
why is Marlboro your favorite filter cigarette?”
“We are glad you asked that question, Shorty,” they replied.
“Marlboro is our favorite filter cigarette because we, native sons

and daughters of the wide open spaces, want a cigarette that is
frank and forthright and
“Oh, thank you, all,”
gail for Hawaii, because
Glory flies, Marlboro is

honest. We want, in short, Marlboro.”
I cried and, donning a muu muu, I set
in Hawaii, as in every state where Old
the leading seller in flip-top box. On

campus, off campus, in all fifty states, wherever people smoke for
pleasure in this great land of ours, you will find Marlboro.
© 1061 Max Shuman
*

Open Wednesday thru Sunday, 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.

*

of
And you will also find another winner from the makers
Marlboro—the king-size, unfiltered Philip Morrie
new
Commander, made by a new process to bring you
miidness. Have a Commander. Welcome aboard,
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Visits
Humboldt for | Lectures
Dr. Park H. Miller Jr. of the
General Atomic Division, General
at San
Corporation,
Dynamics
Diego served as a visiting lecturer
at HSC in Sequoia Theater last
week.
Lectures, informal discussions,
members
to faculty
assistance
research
and
with curriculum
problems in physics, and talks
with students featured Dr. Miller's

di-

assistant

is an

Physics,

from

California

the

In-

stitute of Technology in 1940, he
joined the University of Pennsyl-

vania.
He became a full professor
there in 1949 and remained there

until

he

Atomic.

General

joined

General

At

Atomic

he

has

con-

ducted extensive work in the fields

“Who's

Lucky?”

“I

would

has

can

come

this football season, at least.
The Lucky Logger Society

a

secret

Mr. Dhillon

in

Duerr

was initiated for basketball

1960-61.
These
same
men
were
Lucky
during
the 1961 football
season, but are now retiring.
New men have already been initiated to take their places for)
basketball and football next seas- |
on. They will then retire, and more |
men will be brought in to take |
their places.
The society is responsible for

maintaining
the materials
used
and keeping secret all information.
The retiring members help the
secret members dress before the
games and assist in guarding the
head and clothes so they won’t be

stolen.
Chuck Muser has served as president of the society for a year and
a half. Art Dalianes is adviser for
the group.

Denver Phillip's
Camera Shop
823 “H” STREET
The Best in
Photographic

Supplies

VA 2-3155

HUTCHINS
GROCERY
om
1644 G Street
North Arcata
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

THE

University

Punjab

the

I was at-

when

years ago

Many

tending

of

India, a friend of ours returned
from a brief tour of the United
phoobviously
had
He
States.
the
everything from
tographed

Brooklyn

Bridge

to

the

Golden

On his return he
Gate Bridge.
pasted these photos in an album
and proudly showed it to all who
came to visit his house. He visited the United States only for
two months but nevertheless he
was a top authority on “American
way of life’ for us — his close
buddies.
On one occasion he invited us
happened to
We
to his house.
take our girl friend of the moment
house.
American, to his
— an
This girl was working
for the
United States Information Service
in New
Delhi and happened to
visit our campus on our invitation.
This friend of ours was very
much impressed by his recent visit of the U.S.
He promptly trotted out the album, all the while
chatting about his trip.
In time
he came to a certain photograph.
It showed two young service station
attendants
by
a
gasoline
pump.
Both of them had their
right arms raised and were making a certain gesture.
The girl
turned a bright red and tried to
turn the page, but our friend continued to explain how these friend-

ly

fellows

—

they

were

smiling

broadly — had helped him fix a
tire, or something of that nature.
When
the American
girl had a
chance
to speak to us, she explained that this particular gesture was not a salute, but a highly
objectionable and insulting one. In
this case, she explained, it was undoubtedly done in jest, but under
no circumstances should he show
the photograph
to an American
woman.
It was now our turn to
blush because we were under the
impression that this sort of salute

bless you

means

“God

always
world.

with you” — all over
However,
it turned

and

he is
the
out

that

its only

good

in India

These
two
instances
reveal
some of the dangers when
the
products of two different cultures
get together.
What may be the
most innocent of gestures in India, for example, may turn out to
be a very insulting one in the United States.
Words or even parts
of words,
in certain
languages,
may take a totally different and
obscene meaning in English. Some
years back I had a friend from
India whose named contained four
letters at the end which in the
United States made up a word not
used in polite society.
When he
discovered this, he dropped them
for everyday purposes, but he was
still enrolled in school with the
original name, which caused him
considerable embarrassment whenever the teacher called roll in class
or whenever he received a letter.
I dont know how
avoid things of this
ly, but it might be
keep it in mind and
ask some American

foreigners can
sort completea good idea to
when in doubt
whom you can

Grady says: “Dancing with Oly’s help make

for a good time.”

Pizzas To Go - - - VA 2-7885
Jack Johnson Trio Friday and Saturday

ing

or

In American English there are
literally hundreds of words that
just aren’t uttered in polite society.
The words
you hear in
male bull sessions (there we go)
in dormitory or cafeteria aren’t

uttered in polite
(my guess).

woman’s

society

you must match
every step to
avoid falling into the quicksand of
social gaucherie,
I don’t really
mean it.
Americans are, on the
whole, a tolerant people, and if

the American

Institute

of

IT'S
GOOD ‘N

LIBRARY

HRS.

For all those students
depending on Christmas

who are
vacation

as two

to catch

weeks

in

up,

the

HSC

on

the

following

day,

Dec.

Tuesday,

which

library
20;

Dec.

will

dates:
Friday,

26;

be

open

WednesDec.

Friday,

22;

Dec.

29; Tuesday, Jan. 2,.
The hours
will be 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day.

*#@enmen»!

so

. a

BUXTON'S
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE

Wrap

program is
and is sup-

est in physics.
now in its fifth

The
year

ported

National

by

the

BUXTON’S DRUGS
MYRTLETOWN
HENDERSON CENTER
Eureka

for

Dady’s

Day

chairman-

ship, while Rick Stromberg will
head the homecoming committee.
These two students were recommended by the activities commissioner, activities adviser, and dean
of activities on the basis of their
activities and work done on their
respective committees.
Miss
Anderson, a junior
elementary
education
major
from
Fortuna, hes been active in AWS,
dormitory government, choir, and
water ballet, as well as serving on
the Dad’s Day committee.
Stromberg, a junior from Arcata, majoring in industrial arts,
has served on the Frosh Camp
staff, is a member of the track
and cross-country teams, is serving as cheerleader, and was cochairman of 1961 Homecoming.
These chairmen will begin to
form their committees and plan
for next year the early part of
next semester.
Anyone interested
in serving on the Dad’s Day or
Homecoming
committee
should
contact the respective chairmen or
Art Dalianes, activities adviser.

IK’s Initiate
5 New Pledges

Science

Last Saturday night the Intercollegiate Knights held their traditional formal initiation of pledges
at the Stafford Inn, south of Scotia.
Those
pledges who had _ the
qualifications and passed the tests
presented by the actives were: Jim
Dr. Edward Sturgeon, Dr. Ru|Schrupp, Dick Barker, Rich Hale,
dolf Becking and Peter Passof reByron Dahlon and Phil Addison.
cently returned from a meeting of
The intiation was the terminathe Northern California section of
tion of an eight-week pledge perthe Society of American Forestlast
ers held in Oakland on “Recent iod which was highlighted
Advances and Techniques in For- week with the traditional “hell-p
week” during which they are put
est Management.”
through rugged tests of their sta“Forest Management as Fuel
mina, courage and sincerity to enManagement”
and
“Unit
Area
ter the fraternity.
A noticable
Control” were discussed by sixproduct of this week was the fateen
speakers
who
were
each
armor which they
were
specialists in different phases of miliar
forced to wear all week long.
the subjects.
The
trophy
for
“outstanding
The experts suggested that fuel
pledge” was given to Rich Hale.
is nothing more than stored energy
Special
trophies were given
to
and the job of using up the stockJack Moore, an active, and Jenny
piled fuel should attract energy
Barnes, the
K Sweetheart.
specialists, especially those with
Quoting
one new active,
Jim
engineering
and
physics
backSchrupp, “It was a wonderful inigrounds.
concept | tiation and I’m proud to be in the
important
other
The
fraternity.
It was worth the efbrought out was that forest areas
fort.”
are of the same species and thus

Atiend Meeting

each class of trees is in a small
pocket or on natural units to receive the same type of treatment.
Dr. Sturgeon, who has served
as Secretary and is presently nominated for chairman of the society,

said,

“The

section

Northern

consists

of

California
950

forestry

graduates, the majority of whom
are currently practicing their profession in the U.S. Forest Service
or as private industry foresters.

Christmas Assembly
Monday in Sequoia
Next

Monday

a Christmas

As-

sembly will be held in Sequoia
Theater at 2 p.m.
The program
planned
by Dr. Leon
Wagner,

consists

of

Leah

Grigsby,

as-

sistant professor of speech, doing
selected readings with the college
choir in the background.
One of the featured readings
will be that of the Nativity story
with a mixed quartet singing selected chorales.

The

program

consists

of

the

choir singing, a reading, the choir,

you want to take your food into a a
corner and eat it off the floor they
probably won’t show any more
curiosity than they would towards
gorillas
at the zoo.
However,
when in Rome — what!
behave
like they do in —.

Day
and
like very re-

Three Foresters

saying.

VACATION

Gingham

to elec-

trust to tell you what to avoid do-

you have come to a country where

Gay

heat

the

the

lected

Foundation.

and

meanings differ slightly in America.
Conversely, there used to be an
American motion picture actress
with what we can imagine must
have been
an abnormal
thumb.
Whenever she put her hands on
a table or desk, her hand would
assume a position that constituted
in Asia an equally vulgar and insuling gesture as the American
one mentioned earlier.
Audience
would begin to titter and the men
would
break
out
into
raucous
laughter, thus spoiling some of her
most serious scenes.

I do not want to give an impression to my fellow foreign students (and American friends) that

KEG

_

of

in

for

Physics as part of a broad, nationwkide program to stimulate inter-

the spring of 1960 by Bill Turner.

Members brought in for football,
1960,
were
Bill
Caldwell,
Kitt
Freeman, Chuck Muser, Tom Nelson, and Rick Stromberg.
Fred

role

program

conversion

ers and

is

started

organization

leading

a

Atomic

tricity.
Dr. Miller's visit to HSC was
under the auspices of the American Association of Physics Teach-

From

end—for

an

to

played

direct

sure

surface

physics and radiation effects, both
transient and permanent. He also

General

like to know who is under that
head!” At last the curiosity concerning the men serving as Lucky
Logger

semi-conductors,

of

All Write

Dad’s
seem

derway for the 1962 observance
of these traditions.
Carlotta Anderson has been se-

Physics

Finally Revealed

Although
Homecoming

cent events, plans are already un-

rector of the John J. Hopkins
Laboratory for Pure and Applied
Science at General Atomic Division of General Dynamics Corporation. He is also chairman of the
experimental physics department.
Upon receiving his Ph. D. in

“Lucky's” Identity

Chairman Named
For Commilitees
At Humboldi

Professor

State

ae

By MARY LOU

Humboldt
Parke of the
E. C.
Sciences,
of Physical
Division
sponsored Dr. Miller's visit.
Dr. Miller, an expert in Solid

visit to HSC's campus.

was Tom Nelson, Lucky
ety
ret socithat
Logge
The L
| (front), Fred Duerr
sonnel Senden ure (Lior) Ki

CAMPUS
' CASUALS

reading,

the

Nativity

section,

and finally carols to be sung by
everyone, including the audience.
ok

i

JULIE'S

Forestry Club
Selling Trees

ing Conclave, a meeting of all the
Western
Forestry
schools,
and
supplementing funds for the club
functions.
For the fifth year, the club is
also selling
mistletoe and
pine
cones along with their 200 Christmas

trees.

Joe
Mier,
president,
has
appointed Larry Cabodi as general
chairman and Arny Allbrecht in
charge of procuring the lot.
The stand is open from 11 a.m.

to 7 p.m.

on weekdays

and

open

till 9 on weekends.
The trees are
selling so fast that the club hopes
to be sold out by vacation time.

os

Arcata

FREE!

In North Arcata

776 18th STREET
(Next to the Keg)

Aa aT:
Pin
YOUR BOOKSTORE
WISHES YOU A

Merry Christmas
& Happy New Year

very

chance

sides

Merry

Christmas

and

before

with

vacation

the

and

Christmas

be-

season

starting before Halloween
these
days, actually I’m a little late.
There’s a lot of Congratulations
to hand out this week so I may as
well get started.
From

the

I.K.

comes

the

news

of five new pledges. They include
Byron Dahlan, Jim Schrupp, Rich
Hale, Dick Barker and Phil Addison.
Congrats to all of you and
may you be worthy knights from
this

day

forward.

Speaking of the I.K., they held

Humboldt State student Hugh Clark is shown above at the their Formal Initiation last Satway 101 in Arcata after urday night and awarded Rich
intersection of 7th Street and
k started at Pacific and Hale the honor of Most Worthy
walking from Eureka to Arcata.
in 2 hours 24 min- Knight and our Assemblies Commiles
8.5
Union in Eureka and covered the
missioner Jack Moore the Honor
utes and 55.9 seconds.

World Walking Record
Set By HSC Student

his views on the run.
set |pressed
stu- |“Don’t do it, I won’t be the same
Eu- for years.”
minThe interview was conducted as
Clark soaked
his blistered feet.
concerned
individual
was
and ‘One
and ‘heard to remark “Those blisters
crossed the finish line at 7th and | are as big as eggs.”
Highway 101 in Arcata, 8.5 miles
Clark wants to thank all those
away, at 12:24 p.m.
individuals who stopped-to offer
The 235-pound HSC
walking 'him a hand. All-in-all 19 motorists
champion reached the four mile ‘stopped and offered to give him
mark at 11:40 and with a mile to a lift, but Clark kept on walking.
| When asked how soon he would
go it was 12:03.
The 5’5” “World’s Record” hol- try to better his present mark,
very excited and
der claims the title since there is Clark became
no other recorded time for this asked the reporter to leave.
particular course.
In an interview with the LumYour service was excellent, sorberjack after his feat. Clark ex- ry I don’t believe in tipping.
A “World’s
Record”
was
Sunday when Humboldt State
dent Hugh Clark walked from
reka to Arcata in 2 hours, 24
utes and 55.9 seconds.
Clark
started
at
Pacific
Union in Eureka at 10:30 a.m.

Cleaners

DeLuxe

Free Pickup and Delivery at Dorms
on Monday and Friday

— GREEN

~—

(?) of Most
Unworthy
Knight.
Better luck next time Jack.

The Delta Sigma Phi Carnation
Ball held last Friday night was
considered a huge success by all
who attended.
Marcia
Redman
was crowned

—

GIVEN

ARCATA
VA 2-2194

from

exclusive IN-STOCK

service

WHITE
DINNER
JAC KET

Girl for

Daly’s!

Speaking

the

of

ideal

Daly’s,

gift

for

if you

that

yours,
they have
Men’s Department
$15.98.
Honestly,

need

man

of

them in
the
from $1.00 to
they have the

cutest selection of gifts I’ve ever
laid my

squinty litle eyes on.

Ex-

ample: A darling telephone decanter for $2.95.
Scoop of the year.
berg was

Rick Strom-

Monopoly

ta Sigma

Phi

champ of Del-

during

one

Good

going

Homecoming.

day

of

Rick,

we're all proud of you.
Mary

Lee

Starkey

will make

a

lovely Sweetheart for the T.K.E.’s
for the coming year.
She was

crowned

by

Dee

Johnson,

the T.

K.E.’s Sweetheart for 1961, who
by the way, was fourth runner-up

National

Sweetheart.

gratulations, Dee,
proud of you.

we're

Con-

all

very

At the first of the Semester I
told
all you girls about
Sunset
House and their beautiful Browser
Jacket, well from the looks of the
number seen around campus they
really went over.
I have wonderful news for you.
Sunset House
has come out with the cutest set
of matching accessories I’ve ever

seen.

FOR THE SNO-BALL

their Dream

the coming year and Ralph Foley
Delta Sig of the Year. And Judy
Warren stole the sow in a beautiful creation she made of Brocade

for

*

Laundromat
SPECIAL

“CORSAGE
SPECIALIST”

I be the first to wish you

a

a Happy New Year. It may be a
little early but this will be my last

The HSC Forestry Club is currently holding its annual Christmas tree sale on the Arcata Safeway parking lot.
The foresters are raising money
with two projects in mind; host-

BRING IN 12 POUNDS
OF LAUNDRY — GET
ONE SHIRT IRONED

VA2-1115

May
all

10th AND H STS.
PHONE

ARCATA
FLORIST

1604GSt.

Hi Everybody:

There’s

the

darling

new

Cookie Coat, the Pop-Over -Top,
the Slim Skirt, the Slim Jim Capri,
and the Three-Quarter Laminated
Coat.
Honestly, they’re the neatest group of Sports Wear to hit
the area since the Racoon Coat.

Just go into Daly’s 2nd floor
Sports Shop and see what I mean.
Dear Whyly Dixon. What were
you doing up in a tree in front of
the TKE house looking for your
mattress? And what’s this I hear
about three actives ending up in
the

shower

It looks
good

and

like

only

the

pledge

one

pledge.

TKE’s

have

a

class this semester.

Speaking of showers. It seems
Marcia Boyd had a nice cold bath
for her twenty-first birthday. Her
room-mate gave her a party in

Sunset Hall and along with several choice little items Marcia was
presented one Cold Bath. Happy
Birthday Marcia. I forgot to add
she

was

fully

clothed

upon

pres-

entation.
I

imagine

Knights

$9. 50
outfit, including jacket, trousers, shirt
jewelry, tie, and cummerbund for this one low
rental price. From Bistrins excusive IN-STOCK
service of famous AFTER-SIX formal wear.

saw

campus

all

the

last week,

well Byron Dahlon won the award
for the best armour and Jim
Shrupp collected his reward for
the worst. Chivalry rides again.
May

I add my

congratulation

to

Pat Flanagan for a job well done
for her role in “The Good Woman
of

Setzuan”.

great and
to see it.

Complete

you

around

The

may

entire

play

was

I advise everyone

Speaking of this weekend, it’s
Sno Ball time so everyone be sure
and be there.
Well,

till the

new

year

may

I

say So Long and remember Daly’s
is the safest place in the nation
to buy your clothes as well as
everything else you need.
Bye Now
Mary

Lou

Pa, Dee. 16, 1966

LUMBERJACK

Fage 4

Wresiling Team
s s,
GoToeDavi
Tilts
For o
Chic

The Humboldt State wrestling
team travels to Davis and Chico
today and tomorrow for matches
ies, San Franagainst the Cal
State.
cisco State, and
The Lumberjacks dropped two
matches last week to Oregon
Tech and Southern Oregon College. Kieth Thrailkill was the only
HSC grappler to win both his
matches.

Dennis Grotting took one match

by

on a pin while losing the other

one point. Other winners for the
Hilltoppers were Tony Chess and
Howard Covington.
This afternoon the Lumberjacks

and

Francisco

San

with

clash

meet the Aggies tonight at Davis
before going on to Chico to meet

the Wildcats tomorrow night.
Coach Ralph Hassman announced a nine-man traveling squad
trip. Joe

the

for

Silva

da

Ron

Covington

(130),
(147),

Thrailkill

(137),

(123),

DeFreitas

Chess

(157), Pat Donovan (167), Pete
Nasmith (177), Bill Vines (191),
and Grotting (heavyweight) will
make

the trip.

Te

Foon

Tue

Basketball Season
sh
It Roug
Make

Radiator &
Battery Service
VA 2-4106
911 Sth St.
ATA
ARC

The
Oregon
row at
ground.
Tech

to do was say nice things about a team that
Once again our “‘nasty column”
national honors.
continued.
But basketball had to come along. It didn't just
up on us, We were talking to several other writers
it’s

Jack-Cyn Acr
1166 H
North

Phone
VA 2-1791

St.

Arcata

Barnes DruA”g

“ON THE PLAZ
You will find all of

your cosmetic needs
Revion
DuBarry
Arden
Max Factor
And Others
Lipstick

Eye

- Polish

- Mascara

Shadow,

Etc.

Barnes Drug
ARCATA

basketball for Franny

guys who had played

‘|

a national

“|

*

=|

to get

Givins failed

the

that they
get a few wins to show these so called ballplayers

a screen
Moe (80) sets
Humboldt State forward Norm
“battle
with
s
rjack
Lumbe
the
in
Ron Good (40)
=

weren’t needed.

The first real blow to our theories came in the second
Now
Southern Oregon game when O’Brien chipped his elboe.

for
Peterthe Oregon Tech Owls Friday night. OTI forward Bob
(32)
Snapp
Ted
d
forwar
son tries to get by Moe as ‘Jack
55-47.
won
looks on. The Owls

But the Lumberjacks came home and made an impressive
eight
showing Friday night losing to Oregon Tech by only
impressive.
was
it
felt
we
least
points. At
We figured Saturday night was the night. The Lumberjacks were going to win their first game in the 1961-62 season.
the
State LumberHumboldt
The
We were surprised when several other people expressed
two basketball
jacks dropped
same views.
Owls
When HSC took the floor for warm-up drills, Taylor was games to the Oregon Tech 67-35.
make it, Friday, 55-47, and Saturday,
missing. We checked and found he wasn ’t going to
went
The Lumberjacks made a fight
since he was in an automobile accident, and our hopes
it the first night but fell off
of
out the window.
pace the second game when
the
window
the
out
gone
have
As it turnel out, we should
Taylor was in an automobile |
Joe
(?).
too. Never have we witnessed such a basketball game
accident and unable to make the!
OTI put five men on Good, and he still managed to outscore game.
the rest of the team, 18-17.
Ron Good led the HSC cagers
more
The other Humboldt players on the floor found
both nights hitting 18 points in
But the each game. Good outscored the
ways of losing the ball than we thought possible.
players rest of the ‘Jack squad in the Satthe
of
Some
shooting.
the
was
real disappointment
even urday affair as the rest of the
couldn’t
and
were 15 feet from the nearest defender
team could only nab 17.
come close on their shots.
Givins received new hope for a
to)
hate
We
This is the roughest part of sports writing.
|
criticize guys who have shown so much desire and fight,
it.
have
don’t
but they just
There are two possible basketball players on the Hum-!
And)
boldt team other than the three already mentioned.
could
they
where
Jacks
Junior
the
on
be
should
two
these
find out for themselves just how good they are.
Junior

Jayvees Meet
Willits High

S

@

8

Just where this leaves us, we’re not too sure. However,
we are sure that Givins is not entirely to blame as everyone
you,
seems to think. When four veterans just walk out on
what can you do?

We are not referring to Felix Rogers.

one with an acceptable reason for
But Givins should have made
Green and Gold a representative
of its games. Givins doesn’t have
e

*

Humboldt

- —

@

&@

He was the only

not returning.
some effort to give the
team that could win half
that team now.
®

*

#

State basketball games

is for a good

ugh.
As for us, we shall continue to visit the Men’s Gym and
so
watch the action, praying we have overlooked something,
to
up
walk
can
Givins
Franny
someday in the near future
column.”’
this
eat
‘‘Here,
us and say,

Junior Jacks
Drop Two

JIMS
MA& X

“Women find me irresistible in. my Tapers.
Don’t get me wrong—
1 like it. But how much
can one man take.
Please wear your
A-1 Tapers as much
as possible and let

Shell Service || Against Shasta
FRIENDLY

CF aetna

i

SERVICE

dhe case

14th & G

cea

YOUNG MAN
STRUGGLING
TO REACH
NEW HEIGHTS
IN FASHION
Go

the

horsey,

oe Papi —

7

huntsey

the second night,” said Junior
the

Shasta

Junior

ines at 8 o'clock.
The Junior Jacks

mark

game,

they played
Hank

Coach

Jerry Gonsalves
ler at the guard

a

school

Boot Hill, Eu-

Cooper

League,

forwards,

the

start
po-

of scoring

tential while Hibler
maker of the two.

At

will

and Gary Hibspots. Gonsalves

signs

showed

has

the

play-

Cooper

will

is

open Frank Carroll and Bob Halverson. These two are the top
rebounders for the
scorers and
Junior Jacks.
Charlie
Ciancio,
formerly
of
Willits High, will start at center
as he returns to his home town.
Ciancio was one of the ‘Jacks’
leading scorers against Shasta.

JONES
VARIETY

Jack

College

start Tom

and

Ted

Hope.

Snapp

will

Norm

start

Roberts was named to the NA-)
IA All-American team last year ‘choice of the Green Bay Packers
to
as a sophomore when he set an last year when he was named

big

post

men

held

the

for 912 yards.

most

NAIA
uable

Holiday
lineman,
AP

playoffs;

Little

All-American

FWC

first

team,

All-Coast

first

team,

team
[pI Little ; All-Coast second
Coast second team; UPIFar Little
Wes-

All-Coast first team and

tern

First

Conference

AP

and

Team.

orable

Little All-American

mention.

hon-

Along with Roberts two other
Lumberjack greats have received
many
honors,
Vester
Flanagan
and Ed White.
Flanagan

was

the

eighth

draft

Hotels
Student-Faculty
Discounts Heap

JAN'S
CAKE BOX

fine news for
smart Buck*

“Corner -Henderson
and F”

EUREKA
HI 2-5027

of college tribe get
plenty good service at plenty low
rates. All because Sheraton’s special rates hclp Buck travel very
long way. If you're hunting for
travel bargains — you'll find
Sheraton Hotels the best place to

hoo

stay.

Generous group rates arranged
for teams, clubs and other
€
college groups on the move.
&%
Get these discounts at any of
Sheraton’s 61 hotels in the U.S.A.,
Hawaii and Canada by presenting
a Sheraton
Card.
To
get a
Sheraton I.D. Card or Faculty
Guest Card with credit privileges, write us. Please state where
you are a full time faculty member
or student.

USE YOUR
STUDENT BODY CARD

Get

Second Hand
Store

honorable men-

All-Conference

Little

honorable mention; AP Little All-|AP

Poceecoer
cee cen neocon

SPECIAL

second

Bowl; most val-|tion on the AP and UPI polls.
Western, Last season he was listed on the
NAIA

LUMBERJACKS ©

Hopkins

and gained

lineman,|team

valuable

clude:

inandicap figured on the Calloway

Lumber-

All-American

team, AP Little All-American second team, AP Little All-Coast
first team, UPI Little All-Coast

berths on both the UPI and AP
With his selection to the NAIA} teams,
|
became
squad last year Roberts
White was the leading LumberHSC’s first bona fide All-American. Other laurels won last year jacks ground gainer this year and
in addition to the NAIA honor in- was named to the All-FWC first

Moe

system.

NAIA

the

In addition to the AP selection
the great end was chosen for the
first team.
All-Conference first team, team, and All-FWC
FWC
AP Little All-Coast first team and This year he repeated on the FWC
UPI Little All-Coast second team. | first team and gained second team

Close races in both “A” and
“B" divisions featured play in the
HSC
Intramural Golf
Tournament
recently
concluded
with
Doug Brown and Roland Lapham
taking one stroke wins.
The
Tourney was played
at
Bayside Golf Club and consisted
of one round of medal play with

jacks to just three offensive rebounds in the Saturday game.

VA 2-2040
760 Fifteenth Street
ARCATA

of

record

receiving

receptions

62 pass

at the

positions.

pass

NAIA

Mr. Patrick Green
College Relations Dept.
Sheraton Corporation
470 Atlantic Avenue

RATES

HARBOR LANES
l

HI 3-4533

2136 Broadway

Career Cues:

“This age of specialization
opens special opportunities
for the well-rounded man!”
Robert Saudek, President
Robert Saudek Associates, Inc.

with its
“The more specialists society creates to cope
st to
eciali
non-sp
a
for
be
complexities, the easier it can
achieve success.
the
If that seems paradoxical, look at it this way:
ball
the
on
ons
men who go out for specific positi
manager!
the more chance you have to wind up as
the arts,
ss,
busine
,
nment
gover
in
—
Today’s world
the man
He’s
man.
ed
round
wellthe
—needs
science

more
club,
even
who

can draw on a
can see the entire picture...the man who
the problem,
broad background of knowledge, evaluate
then assign the details to specialists.
hat speThe world of entertainment may seem somew
ds more
deman
it
days,
These
point.
in
case
a
cial, but it’s

comedy
of its people than ever before. Today’s musical

opera. Drama
score is often as sophisticated as grand
ision proTelev
y.
histor
and
ology
psych
draws heavily on
political
and
e
scienc
ar
nucle
with
rned
conce
are
ductions
have
may
you
bus’
science. If you’ve ever watched ‘Omni
wide
a
of
gamut
the
run
have
s
seen how our production
sts.
intere
range of man’s
concenSo I suggest to you that even though you may
oint
viewp
your
keep
st,
trate on one special field of intere
posas
ified
divers
as
culum
curri
e
broad. Keep your colleg
muand
es
theatr
the
ts,
concer
and
es
lectur
sible. Attend
listen!
and
listen
seums. Above all, read and read, and
s no route
But pay scant heed to the oracle who says there’

e it!”
to the top but that of specialization. I don’t believ

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

two teams in the second game.”
Cooper went on to say, “I think

10th and H Streets
ARCATA

we played an improved ball game.”
The first night, Cooper played

Henderson Center
EUREKA

his reserves for the better part
of the second half, accounting for
the 20 point spread.
The Junior Jacks record now

stands at 2-3. They dropped their
opener to South Fork High School

CHARLIE BROWN

and took wins over Ferndale and

St. Bernard's High Schools before
;

sre aatsel| ForIt’s FineJILL'FoodS

Robert Saudek is the creator of many of

PIZZA &

television’s most

Cheap

famous programs—in-

cluding the award-winning “Omnibus”
series. Former network executive and
head of the TV-Radio Workshop of

(Related Items)
ARE

72

the

Ford

Foundation,

Bob

enjoys

a

“Camel break”. He’s been a Camel fan
since undergraduate days at Harvard.

in California

Charlie Brown's

THE

UNIVERSITY
CORNER

Campus Shop
At Your Favorite

2-1

have

high

Recreation
Adult
reka
Tuesday night.

London fog (shorter, boxier) ... the sheath umbrella (automatic, yet)...

4.86
to 6.86

tonight

teams and have dropped two decisions to Shasta Junior College.
sixth
Jacks’
Junior
the
For

Knights 63-43 and 61-51 last weekend.
“Actually 10 points doesn’t indicate the difference between the

meeting Shasta.

ARTHUR
JOHNSON’S
ose

local

against

pleatiess pants. ... Thelif

» CHECK

us.”

will

scorer when Taylor returned to
with
for the games
the squad
Oregon Tech today and tomorrow.
Sam Smith and Ron Peterson
headed the Tech five on the scoreboard and in rebounds. The two

Wolver-

meeting the Willits High

basketball coach Henry Cooper
following his team’s double loss
to

State
Humboldt
travel to Willits

The
Jacks

on the first
played good

“We got walked
night but the kids

me get some rest.”

TAPERS¢

the HSC basketball mentor said,
“I anticipate he will make the

‘Jacks Drop Two to Owls

ee

than

year
Roberts, received All-American honors for the
Press
(AP)
equad
ted
Associa
the
on
berth
w
in a row gaining
recently released.

Golf Tourney

We weren’t two excited, and hoped Franny could

¢

team

At press time Wednesday,

forward

ee

and

started

so the season

scoring

At the other guard spot, Givins

championship | ™%

s®

eee?

dominated

Saturday’s game.
However, Givins could be without his high scoring guard Ron

trip with

Besides, we felt that with three high scoring guards, Ron
could
Good, Joe Taylor and Pat O’Brien, the Lumberjacks
we
points,
many
that
score close to 65 points a game. Given
for
noted
is
he
since
games
few
a
figured Givins could win
stressing defense.
se
@

completely

a better

4| Good.

The second reason we didn’t say much is because in our
is on
mind Franny is a fundamentalist with an offense that
ed
watch
and
m
its way out. But we have played this syste

winwi

two

will have to
big postmen
Sam
Smith.

artist was in an automobile accident Friday and didn’t see action

Givins in the

for publicity, but the would come around when the season|
started. But they didn t.

*

and

in

We felt the holdouts were looking

past would let him down.

*

Friday

HSC

Saturday since Joe Taylor returned to the squad,
The jump-shot

going

Unless something changes, the only reason anyone is going

“WHAT A WAY
TO G0”

floor
s|

We just couldn’t believe that

much,

Well, we didn’t

*

invaded

the boards as well as the scoring
in the first two games.
Franny Givins will be able to

sneak
about

the 'Jacks only had two scorers.

FOR ALL YOUR
FLORAL NEEDS
Visit

These

to be hard finding adjectives for this team.’’

holdouts,

with

Tech tonight and tomorhome
8:15 on the Owls’

The Lumberjacks
stop the Owls’ two
Bob
Peterson and

policy

with the quote, ‘‘Yeh,

it, and one person came

And

cagers

series

j) 58-47 and 67-38.

in our mind we could justify our ‘‘no nasty
ll dream. All we had
was a writer's
‘And this fall, footba
was vielng for

¢

State

Drew

State’s

Humboldt

Saturday to take two games from
the weak - scoring Lumberjacks,

It is rough being a sports writer.
d
at dislike comWe like to think that we're a nice guy and
spring
and
spring,
last
column
this
over
took
We
plaining.
bad. At least,
sports weren't the best, but they weren't too column’
policy.

ee

Humboldt

up a four-game

wrap

by Duaus Ousto

the University of Californiaia
with a slow offense in 1959.

EMPIRE

Roberts Receives First Team
Poll
-American
Berth on All
tremendous pass-catching end,

Jacks Meet
OTI Tonight

Jerry Moore Trio

Drive-In
18th
& G

THURS. - FRIDAY
SATURDAY
1906 Sth 8

|

BUREKA

HI £0623

sfaction...
And for a special kind of smoking sati

Have areal cigarette-Camel .
aj}!

KE
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMO

Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem
North Caroling

